Abstract -This paper introduces an Adaptive Context Aware Recommender system based on the Slow Intelligence approach. The system is made available to the user as an adaptive mobile application, which allows a high degree of customization in recommending services and resources according to his/her current position and global profile. A case study applied to the town of Pittsburgh has been analyzed considering various users (with different profiles as visitors, students, professors) and an experimental campaign has been conducted obtaining interesting results.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender Systems represent a meaningful response to the problem of information overload since the mid-1990s [28] when early works on this topic have been proposed. The aim of such systems is to predict user's preferences and make meaningful suggestions about items that could be of interest [29] . In literature, there are various approaches for recommending systems. In the content-based approach, the system recommends an item to a certain user relying on the ratings made by the user himself for similar items in the past [26] . In recent times, some improvements, such as a deeper user profile analysis [33] and the use of probabilistic methods [35] , have been introduced together with some attempts to apply the content based approach to multimedia data [23, 18, 24] . However, a critical drawback of this approach is overspecialization, since the systems only recommend items similar to those already rated by the user. Another interesting approach is the collaborative filtering [1] . In this case, the recommendation is performed by filtering and evaluating items with respect to ratings from other users [33] . Ratings can be attributed in different ways and collected by explicitly asking users or implicitly tracking their actions [2] . Two basic methods, passive and active filtering, are exploited for filtering and recommending items together with nearest neighbor techniques [27, 21] . An important limitation of collaborative filtering systems is the cold start problem: situations in which a recommender is unable to make meaningful recommendations due to an initial lack of ratings.
A particular kind of collaborative approach is the collaborative competitive filtering that aims at learning user preferences by modeling the choice process in recommender systems [34] . Content-based filtering and collaborative filtering may be then combined in the so-called hybrid approach that helps to overcome limitations of each method [30] . In general, a recommendation strategy should be able to provide users with relevant information depending on the context [15, 19, 20] (i.e. user location, observed items, weather and environmental conditions, etc.) as in Context Aware Recommendation Systems. In the Contextual Pre-filtering techniques context information is used to initially select the set of relevant terms, while a classic recommender is used to predict ratings. In Contextual Post-filtering approaches context is used in the last step of the recommending process to contextualize the output of a traditional recommender. An important improvement for traditional recommender systems is in the possibility to embed social elements into a recommendation strategy [38] . In fact, the great increase of user-generated content in social networks, such as product reviews, tags, forum discussions and blogs, has been followed by a bunch of valuable user opinions, perspectives or tastes towards items or other users, that are useful to build enhanced user profiles. In such context, customer opinion summarization and sentiment analysis [39, 13] techniques represent effective improvement to traditional recommendation strategy, for example by not recommending items that receive many negative feedbacks [38] . Indeed, a lot of attention is nowadays being payed from vendors to consumer's voices because of the great influence they may have on the opinions and decisions of others [32] and some companies already provide several opinion mining services (e.g., Amazon, Epinions, etc.). In recent times, some works have been proposed to extend traditional collaborative filtering with the use of sentiment analysis techniques, thus providing effective improvement to system performances [22] : most of them make use of Part Of Speech (POS) tagging techniques and aim at refining standard collaborative filtering ranking outcomes in terms of numerical scales to take into account user community opinions. The work in [31] proposes a recommender system for movies that combines collaborative filtering with sentiment: here sentiment classification is performed through both Naıve Bayes classifier and unsupervised semantic orientation approach. Given this scenario, we propose a Recommender System based on the Slow Intelligence Approach [10] . The Slow Intelligence System is a general-purpose system characterized by being able to improve performance over time through a process involving enumeration, propagation, adaptation, elimination and concentration. A Slow Intelligence System continuously learns, searches for new solutions and propagates and shares its experience with other peers. Slow Intelligence Systems typically exhibit the following characteristics: -Enumeration: In problem solving, different solutions are enumerated until the appropriate solution or solutions can be found.
-Propagation: The system is aware of its environment and constantly exchanges information with the environment. Through this constant information exchange, one SIS may propagate information to other (logically or physically adjacent) SISs. -Adaptation: Solutions are enumerated and adapted to the environment. Sometimes adapted solutions are mutations that transcend enumerated solutions of the past. -Elimination: Unsuitable solutions are eliminated, so that only suitable solutions are further considered. -Concentration: Among the suitable solutions left, resources are further concentrated to only one (or at most a few) of the suitable solutions. In the next paragraph, the general architecture of the recommender system is introduced and each module is described in details. In particular, the Context Aware Module and the Content Dimension Tree (CDT) approach is described. An example scenario and an experimental campaign close the paper.
II. A FRAMEWORK FOR CONTEXTUAL RECOMMENDATION BASED ON A SLOW INTELLIGENCE APPROACH
In this section, the System Architecture is introduced and described. Four modules compose the system: the context aware module, the recommender system module, Re-Ranking Module Based on Sentiment Analysis and the Re-Ranking Module Based on User Features. The architecture, depicted in figure 1 , reflects the Slow Intelligence approach; in particular the context aware module and the recommender system module implement the adaptation and the enumeration phases, the Re-Ranking Module Based on Sentiment Analysis implements the propagation phase, the Re-Ranking Module Based on User Features implements the elimination phase. A "Contextual App" implements the concentration phase. In the following paragraphs more details about the various modules will be given.
A. The Enumeration and Adaptation stage
This stage aims at defining the user's problems and the main strategies that have to be pursued for solving them. The combination of the Context Aware Module (CAM) and of the Recommender system can implement the Adaptation and the Enumeration phases. In the following paragraphs the two modules will be described:
1) The Context-aware module(CAM) The purpose of this module is to provide a mechanism of dynamic and automatic invocation of services according to the context [11] . Since the purpose of this module is to deal with contextual changes that occur at runtime, there should be a mechanism that is concerned with the choice of the item to be invoked during the execution of the specific instance of the program, instead of associating a specific and concrete item to every activities in the design phase. Dynamic invocation of Figure 1 System architecture items is implemented by context aware module configuration, in response to a user abstract request and according to the measured parameters at runtime. The concrete item to be invoked is chosen during the execution of the application. In general, we can divide the CAM module in two submodules: the High Level and the Low Level modules. The first one defines the problem and the resources or service at a high level of abstraction, while the second one gives the resources that contains concrete items or services. The inputs of CAM are:
• Contextual Information: the user's position, which is collected from GPS sensor.
• Resources: all the resources that can furnished in each context. The resources are identified by the definition of a Point of Interest.
• User Profile: user's information, which are collected during the registration phase, e.g. user interests.
• Context Dimension Tree [3, 4] is a model used to represent context in an extensible and orthogonal way, using the 5W-1H method. We realize a generic CDT, named Meta CDT, for all possible contexts and a specific CDT on the basis of the resource user choice.
For representing the scenario, the Context Dimension Tree (CDT) model shown in Fig.2 was used: the structure consists of two different types of nodes -the black nodes, which describe the context dimensions, i.e. the different points of view from which the system's situation can be observed, and the white nodes which describe the values that constitute the context; each node has a label with the name of the corresponding node. The CDT has a special white double circled node that represents the root of the tree. In addiction, each leaf of the tree is a value node and they may feature parameters. The parameters are described by a white square and they are used as special filters helpful when a value has many instances.
This way of representing the context through the CDT allows the designer to characterize the relevant aspects of the considered scenario and to choose the dimensions and values of the tree in a correct way. It is important to underline how the hierarchical structure of the CDT allows the description of the context with different levels of abstraction and granularity. The output of CAM High Level is:
• Contextual Resources: all the resources that can furnished in a specific geographical area. User will choose a specific resource. The input of CAM Low Level is:
• Resource: resource selected by user. When the user chooses a resource, in CAM Low Level block, we know Location Dimension and we have a specific CDT with information associated to resource useful for representing current context and providing contextual services. The output of the system is a set of contextual items of current resource. CAM module follows a methodology consists of three phases. Methodology has been realized in order to define all relevant contexts for the considered application, in order to provide contextual services managing database and performing reductions of their content based on the context.
• Design phase of contexts tree requires the design and use of CDT to represent and identify significant elements of context.
• Objective of definition phase of partial views is to identify each element of the context, then the value of each top dimension (child black node of root).
• Composition phase of views generates the global view associated with each context, which is made from union of partial views. The objective is to obtain a valid and specific query for the current context. Then, it will be possible to interrogate the system in order to obtain the corresponding contextual items.
2) Recommender System
The developed recommender system is a content/service recommender system able to recommend a list of objects (contents or services), given the user profile and the contextual resource to which the objects belong. It can also dynamically update user profile. The resource is used for customizing our general recommender system to a particular, domain specific, recommender system. A resource can be a Cinema, a Museum, etc. The CAM sends to recommender system an identifier of the resource and through it the recommender system can recover, from a configuration database, some parameters that allow personalization of general recommender system in a domain specific way. In particular, every domain of interest has a specific database storing local informations and the similarity files, on objects of the domain, are generated once from a sub-system created ad hoc, as discussed later. CAM sends to recommender system also the user identifier. In fact, CAM maintains an high level user profile, with many interests for different domains, the recommender system instead maintains a low level user profile with specific interests for the domain. These last interests are obviously a subset of the first. The proposed recommender system is actually an hybrid recommender system that has common features with Content-based and Collaborative systems. In particular it considers:
• User Similarity;
• Object Similarity;
• Users behaviour in the system; • Users history.
We will now discuss each aspect in more detail.
User Similarity
User profile is used for clustering users and then creating groups of similar users. The clustering here is based on Jaccard Similarity [37] performed on user's interests for a specific domain. The interests for each user are represented through a binary vector. User similarity is a first important aspect to compute since it is fundamental for the calculation of the global browsing matrix, whose elements contain the ratio of the number of times object ! has been accessed by any user immediately after ! to the number of times any object in O has been accessed immediately after ! .
Object Similarity
Object similarity is based on high-level information of the contents/services to recommend. A sub-system computes similarity indexes between objects through Wu-Palmer's metric [2] . For every domain there is a taxonomy, describing the most important features of the objects, that allows objects' comparison. The used metric allows to compute a similarity matrix (similarity files that are generated off-line). The object similarity is very important not only for the evaluation of the candidates but also for the location of the set of good candidates for recommendation. The proposed recommender system is however independent from the way of computing the object similarity, so the subsystem designed, using taxonomies, is only one of the possible ways for computing object similarity.
Users behaviour in the system and Users history
The recommender system uses differents structures to maintain users behaviour and users history. In particular, the following matrices are defined:
• local Connection matrix. Its generic element is defined as the number of times the object ! has been selected by user ! immediately after ! .
• global Connection matrix. Its generic element is defined as the number of times object ! has been selected by any similar user immediately after ! .
User's history and behaviour are stored and retained in the local Connection matrix, where the occurrences and the order of what user prefers are stored. The global Connection matrix, instead, is used to retain dynamically the general behaviour of the similar users in the system. User profile is updated through the observation of the behaviour of the user in the system and by inferring the interests associated with chosen objects. Practically we analyze the local Connection matrix and when a generic element goes over a certain threshold, we analyze the related objects. From these objects, the related interests are extracted and user profile is updated. So we obtain implicit feedback from user's behaviour in the system. Now that we have a complete view of the system, we can summarize the process of the recommendation. The CAM module enumerates some recommendable objects to the recommender module starting from the user position. For each object, the most similar objects are obtained from the similarity matrix and the system adds all the objects ! that have been selected by user in two steps after ! , the 'init' objects. On this set a ranking vector is calculated, based on global browsing matrix and similarity matrix through Power Method's invocation. Finally from the ranked list of objects, obtained after this step, the first 50 objects are selected as recommendations for the current user.
B. Propagation stage
This module aims to involve the experience of other peers in the resolution of the problems. In particular, various policies can be defined (for example: the system can consider only peers that have profiles similar to the user, or with similar interests). For the selection of point of interests and resources, we consider only those having good reviews from users with similar profiles. This result can be obtained by the use of a module based on the sentiment analysis approach. In particular, this module can work on reviews that can be collected from Tripadvisor, Facebook or Twitter. At the end of this stage a list of re-ranked resources/services is obtained.
1) Re-Ranking Module Based on Sentiment Analysis
This subsection describes the proposed methodology for the sentiments' extraction from user comments/reviews and its integration in the proposed recommendation strategy. In particular, the used sentiment extraction technique is an improvement of the approach presented by some of the authors in a previous work [5] , where the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has been adopted for mining the sentiment inside documents. In our view, the knowledge within a set of documents can be represented in a compact fashion by the use of a complex structure: the Mixed Graph of Terms (mGT). This graph contains the most discriminative words and the probabilistic links between them. More in details, we define a structure made of weighted word pairs, which has proven to be effective for sentiment classification problems as well as text categorization and query expansion problems [7, 8, 9] . The main reason of such discriminative power is that LDA-based topic modeling is essentially an effective conceptual clustering process and it helps discover semantically rich concepts describing the respective affective relationships. Using these semantically rich concepts, that contain more useful relationship indicators to identify the sentiment from messages, it is possible to accurately discover more latent relationships and make fewer errors in the predictions. The mGT is built starting from a set of comments belonging to a well-defined knowledge domain and manually labeled according to the sentiment expressed within them. In this way the mGT contains words (and their probabilistic relationships) which are representative of a certain sentiment for that knowledge domain. The LDA approach allows to obtain an effective graph by using only few documents. A mGT graph includes two kinds of nodes: the aggregate roots nodes, defined as the words whose occurrence is most implied by the occurrence of all other words in the training corpus, and the aggregate nodes, defined as the words most related to aggregate roots nodes from a probabilistic point of view. In [5] the LDA approach and the mGT formalism have been used for the detection of sentiment in tweets. The approach aims at using the mGT, obtained by LDA based analysis of tweets, as a filter for the classification of the sentiment in a tweet. The sentiment extraction is obtained by a comparison between document and the mixed graph of terms according to the following algorithm:
• Input of the algorithm: -A set of comments, reviews about items or social posts; -The sentiment oriented mixed graphs of terms mGT+ and mGT− obtained analyzing the (positively and negatively) training comments; -An annotated lexicon L.
• Output of the algorithm: -The average probabilities P + and P − which express the probability that a sentiment, extracted from the set of comments or posts, is "positive" or "negative".
• Description of the main steps: 1. For each word in the mGT+ and the mGT− their synonymous are retrieved through the annotated lexicon L. 2. For each comment ! the probabilities ! ! ! and ! ! ! are determined as:
4 A being the ratio between the sum of occurrences in the comment of words that are Aggregate Root Nodes and the total number of the Aggregate Root Nodes in the (positive/negative) mGT; B the ratio between the sum of occurrences in the document of words that are Aggregates Nodes and the total number of the Aggregates Nodes in the (positive/negative) mGT; C the ratio between the sum of the co-occurence probabilities of Aggregate Root Nodes pairs that are in the document and the sum of all the co-occurence probabilities of Aggregate Root Nodes pairs in the (positive/negative) mGT; D the ratio between the sum of the co-occurence probabilities of Aggregate Nodes pairs that are in the document and the sum of all the co-occurence probabilities of Aggregate Nodes pairs that are in the (positive/negative) mGT; 3. For each item the probabilities P + and P − are determined as:
C. Elimination
This module aims to find the best resource/service according to some contextual features that characterize the user. In this phase, we propose to maintain a global resource/service quality table that keeps tracks of the quality of all resources/services in different aspects (e.g. service quality, price, transportation etc.) and a top-k function for each user so as to reflect his/her own preferences. Based on the quality table and the top-k function, each resource/service input of this module is ordered based on its top-k score. Furthermore, the user is asked to offer feedback after visiting the resources/services. Then, the top-k function is refined based on the feedback. More details will be presented below.
1) Global Resource Quality Table
The global resource/service quality table contains scores of all resources/services in all pre-defined aspects. It reflects the quality of resources/services. The value of each aspects is the median of all feedbacks from all users. Median Voter Theorem states that setting the value to be the medians of n feedbacks can satisfy most people in the population, where n is the population size. We believe that a value that can satisfy most people can truly reflect the quality of a resource. Hence, when the number of feedbacks increase along with time, the global resource/service quality table can gradually reflect the true quality of resources/services. For example, the global resource/service quality tale below contains 3 resources and 4 aspects (score of each aspect ranges from [0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Table   2 ) Top-k Function and Top-k Score The top-k function is a personalized function which reflects the preference of a user. It takes into account all aspects in the global resource/service quality table and the input order. Hence, the number of coefficients of the top-k function is the number of aspects in the global resource quality table plus 1 and the sum of all coefficient equals to 1. Initially, all coefficients have the same value. The top-k score of a resource/service is computed based on the top-k function, every aspect of the resource/service, and the input order of the resource. The input order score (IO_Score) is computed based on Definition D1.
Definition D1 [Input Order Score]:
IO_Score is defined as:
where |R| is the size of resource/service input and I is the input order (IO in Table 1 ).
All input resources/services are ordered base on their top-k scores (high to low) and top-k resources/services are returned to users.
3) Update of Top-k Function based on User Feedback
After the top-k resources/services are sent to the user, the user is asked to offer feedback to the system. The user can choose to offer feedback of any aspects of any resource/service to this module. Based on the feedback, this module computes the difference of each aspect between offered feedback and values in the global resource/service quality table and average the difference for each aspect. We propose to increase/decrease the top-k coefficient based on the average difference. We first recomputed the value of aspects that needed to be refined using this formula-
. Then, we normalize all coefficients so as to make their sum to be 1.
D. Concentration
This module aims to shows the outputs obtained from the other khmodules of the system. In particular, by this module the user can interact with the personalized services and resources. In this scenario, the concentration module has been built as a mobile contextual app that collects the outputs of the others modules and offers them by a friendly interface. The main feature of this app is that for each user it shows the ability to change services and contents depending on the context in which he/she is located. The app can also send information to the other modules that can update their information and refine the selected contents and services.
III. EXAMPLE SCENARIO
In this paragraph an example of how the proposed approach works is provided. Luca is a researcher and he is going to Pittsburgh for a two days business trip. During his spare time in Pittsburgh, he wants to visit some places. He has on his smartphone the contextual app that implements the Adaptive Contextual Recommender System approach. When he arrives at Pittsburgh, the app collects his current location and sends this information to the server. According to his profile, the Context Aware Module (CAM) retrieves a list of possible domains of interest from the context's database. In other words, the Context Aware Module selects a set of the possible domains that can be interesting for the user in a certain context. In this case, for example, if Luca has interests in nature and history the system will furnish resources that are linked to these domains. If Luca selects "Nature" the system will furnish all the resources that are related to this domain (e.g. Parks, Museums, Historical Buildings). At this point Luca can select Museum and the Recommender Module returns a list of resources or services related to this topic (e.g. Carnegie Museum of Natural History, the Heinz History Center, a booking web-site and so on). Luca can reorder the list of resources by the use of the sentiment analysis module. In this case the resources and the services selected by the recommender system can be re-ordered according to the sentiment retrieved in internet about them. In particular, the sentiment analysis module collects posts related to the selected resources from the famous social network "trip advisor" or from their official web sites. The SIS module receives the list of recommendations from the sentiment analysis module and a top-k function of Luca is used to re-rank the result of all recommendations from all domains. The top-k function reflects Luca's needs and preferences, and it is updated gradually based on Luca's feedbacks. The top-k score is computed based on Luca's current top-k function and a global resource score table, which is updated according to users' feedback of recommendations. Given the list of recommendations, Luca's top-k function y=0.8*worth_visit+0.2*price reasonable, and the global resource score table, the SIS module computes the top-k scores of all resources in all domains and return recommendations to Luca.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the experimental stage, 50 user profiles have been considered. Each user profile is defined as a vector of interests and can be dynamically updated according to user choices or feedbacks. The following set of possible interests has been considered: study, sport, courses, administrative services, transport, religion, food, useful services, fun. In our experimental campaign, we assumed profiles to contain at most three main interests. We identified about 126 geolocalized resources and services in Pittsburgh area, grouped in 29 Depending on user profile and position, the CAM module and the Recommender System module provided a set of ranked results corresponding to recommended services or resources for each user. This ranking has been first refined by the sentiment analysis module and then the top-50 results for 50 users were given as input for the Elimination module. We assumed the global resource/service quality table to contain 4 features -service quality, price, transportation, and content, and they were all initialized to 7/10. Every features of the topk function of all users was initialized to 0.2 (There are actually 5 features-service quality, price, transportation, content, and input order). Before we generated the top-5 result for all 50 users, we modeled the evolution process of the SIS module: 1. We defined a set of high quality services. 2. We randomly generated feedback from a user. 3. The randomly generated value was discount by 30% if the service was not in the high quality service set. 4. Then, the global resource/service quality table and top-k function of the user were updated based on the feedback. 5. We did this for all 50 users and repeat 2-4 for 30 times for all 50 users. By doing that, we could model the randomness of user feedback while still penalizing poor quality services/resources. After that, top-5 results for 50 users were obtained by using results from recommender module and the current global service quality table and top-k functions in the Elimination module. Relevance assessment was made by 150 students from the University of Salerno grouped in 50 sets (one for each profile): each student in a group assigned a binary relevance level to each of the top-5 retrieved results for the given profile; in this way, the relevance of each item was assessed through a majority vote rule. Once relevance levels have been assigned to the retrieved results, information retrieval performance measures were used to assess the quality of system's output. In particular, precision@5 (Fig.3) , average precision and standard deviation on precision values for different profiles were calculated as shown in Table 2 . 
Average Precision@5
Standard Deviation 80,40%
16,41% Table 2 Global performance evaluation
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an original approach to recommendation has been introduced. In particular, the proposed system is based on the Slow Intelligence Approach and integrates methodologies as the context aware approach and the sentiment analysis. The CDT formalism has been adopted for the context representation and a real case has been investigated developing a Contextual App for the Pittsburgh city. The results obtained by the experimental campaign are satisfying and show the good perspective of this kind of approach. Further developments involve the application of the proposed approach in various contexts and an improvement of the recommender approach according to an effective collaboration approach thanks to a closest integration with the most important social networks.
